Introduction: Vitamin D deficiency is common in spinal surgery and critical care.
| INTRODUC TI ON
Vitamin D deficiency is common, with low levels thought to be as prevalent as 40%-60% in patient groups with risk factors for vitamin D deficiency. 1 These risk factors include being over 65 years old, frailty, body weight, systemic co-morbidities, skin pigmentation and reduced sun exposure. These patient groups commonly present to neurosurgical units with cranial pathology. Vitamin D deficiency has also been associated with adverse outcomes in neurocritical care settings 1,2 and spinal surgery. 3 Vitamin D deficiency could therefore impact on complications and outcomes in neurosurgical care and may even play roles in underlying disease processes. This is because vitamin D is thought to play key roles in tissue homeostasis, wound healing, neurone function and, potentially, neuroinflammation. 4, 5 Studies have identified that supplementation of vitamin D to inpatients with hypovitaminosis D can reduce mortality and morbidity. 6 These works have focussed on specific patient populations, such as spinal surgery, medical patients and critical care units. 1, 2 However, the prevalence of hypovitaminosis D in cranial neurosurgical patients at a ward-based level remains unclear. It is also uncertain whether low vitamin D might be an independent risk factor for mortality, morbidity and other poor outcomes in these patients.
This study prospectively assessed the prevalence of hypovitaminosis D in cranial neurosurgical ward patients admitted over the winter months to a tertiary neurosurgical unit. This work also studied the association between low vitamin D levels in these patients and clinical outcomes such as mortality, length of stay, inpatient morbidity and patient disability at discharge. 8 The data were collected and analysed as described in Figure 1 .
| MATERIAL S AND ME THODS
Vitamin D levels are known to fluctuate with seasonal variations in sunlight. 4 To avoid this variability confounding the study results, the study was conducted over a single season, (winter) such that regional sunlight levels were relatively constant during the time span of the study.
Statistical analyses were completed using descriptive statistics, and multivariate logistical regression analysis using SPPS © software.
A normal distribution was approximated using a log transformation, to permit linear regression analysis, which permitted adjusted analyses for suspected confounding variables (eg age, Charlson Co-morbidity index).
| RE SULTS
Of the 95 patients who met the inclusion criteria, 54 (57%) were male and 41 (43%) were female, with a median age being 61 years 
| D ISCUSS I ON
To our knowledge, this is the first study to review the prevalence of 
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Vitamin D did not have any statistically significant correlation with patient mortality or morbidity. In the neurocritical care setting, associations between hypovitaminosis D and increased mortality and morbidity have been demonstrated. 1, 6 These studies involved larger cohorts of intensive care patients, and it is possible that the present study was underpowered to detect significant differences in mortality or morbidity between the vitamin D deficient and nondeficient groups. However, it is also possible that vitamin D takes on a greater role in promoting convalescence and recovery in critically ill patients, who have severe, multisystemic pathologies. 15 There is mounting evidence that vitamin D may play important roles in the nervous system, from neurodevelopment in animal models, adult neuronal metabolic activity and potential mediating effects on neurotrophic factors and, hence, neuronal recovery. 16 It is also known that vitamin D has a role in systemic and neuroinflammatory responses, both directly and indirectly influencing a variety of immune cells. 17 Vitamin D deficiency may therefore have important functions in recovery and repair after brain injury, but also potentially in the pathogenesis of neurosurgical diseases related to neuroinflammation.
The present study has a relatively small sample size. The nature of the variable studied (vitamin D) means there is a high risk of confounding in the identified associations. This limits the power of our study to detect differences in patient length of stay, morbidity and mortality. The relatively ethnically homogenous study group and the single-centre study design also limit the generalisability of the study findings. 4 Furthermore, the study was conducted over winter months in a centre-based in the Northern hemisphere, when vitamin D levels in the general population are known to reach a nadir. Another factor to consider is that vitamin D binding protein may act as a negative acute phase reactant in systemic illness and inflammatory states, thereby correlating with low serum vitamin D levels. 18 This was mitigated by ensuring all patients in our study had their vitamin D levels drawn prior to any surgery, and none were critically unwell such as to require level 3 intensive care. Measuring levels of VDBP may be advisable in future studies, to identify whether it influences vitamin D levels in neurosurgical patients.
We were duty-bound to treat patients who had vitamin D deficiency diagnosed on admission to the unit. Whilst this has the potential to bias the study's conclusions, it would tend to do so towards the null hypothesis. 6 Therefore, the true effects of hypovitaminosis D on neurosurgery patients may be even more pro- verses a placebo arm, should be considered.
In conclusion, vitamin D deficiency is common in neurosurgical patients, even in predefined "low risk" groups (eg age <65).
Lengths of stay for patients who were deficient were prolonged.
A key limitation of this study is the high risk of confounding or residual confounding; therefore, it remains to be seen whether immediate supplementation would bring with it clinical benefits.
Furthermore, a small number of patients in the study cohort had particularly long stays, which increases the risk of a spurious as- 
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